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COMPARATIVE SYSTEM OF HEATING 
By Mr. A. Lewis. 

The branch of architecture covering the warming of 
buildings to provide comfortable conditions has developed 
along a number of distinct lines, and the selection of methods 
for given conditions has from earliest days been a problem, 
generally settled by aesthetic considerations rather than con-
siderations of installation or operating costs or efficiency. 

In the Roman, period choice lay between two very distinct 
systems, the Brazier representing the local or individual sys-
tem, wnich had the advantage of portability, and notwith-
standing innumerable deaths from carbon monoxide poison-
ing, continued in use well into the loth century, and may still 
be seen in isolated cases heating cathedral buildings in 
Europe. The modern Brazier in the form of a perforated 
kerosene tin may still be seen in Australian workshops. 

The Hypocaust represented the central heating system 
of this early period. In this system space was provided 
below floors for fires and flues, and this system was continued 
well into. the 18th century. 

The open fireplace or hearth, located either at centre of 
room or along one or more wall, was a later development. 
Combustion was effected in the room, and covered louvres or 
outlets were provided in roof or upper portion of walls, and 
this was followed by open fireplaces with hoods and inclined 
or perpendicular chimneys; a typical example is recorded at 
Conisborough Castle, dated about the 11th century. 

Later developments included canopies on side walls cover-
ing open hearths, together with provision for accelerating 
draught for starting fire, and a typical example may be seen 
in Ann Hathaway's Cottage, of the i6th century. 

The attractiveness of the open fire is the only advantage 
of this system, while the disadvantages include large fuel 
consumption, discomfort due to intensity of radiation, varia-
tion in air currents or draughts, and rapid cooling of the 
room as fire dies down. Combustion efficiencies up to 5o per 
cent. have been obtained with braziers, the maximum re-
corded for open fireplaces being 35 per cent. 

The wastefulness of the open fireplace has led to many 
variations to improve efficiency, and "Savot's" fireplace, ex-
hibited in the Paris Louvre, and which was built in the i6th 
century, may be taken as a typical attempt to improve the 
effect of a fire by the addition of flues for heating and circu- 
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lating air in addition to direct heating. Heating flues being 
carried below the hearth, up the back of the flame plate, and 
out through registers in the chimney breast. 

In Victoria the use of brown coal and briquettes is extend-
ing, and this fuel calls for an entirely different grate to that 
used for wood or black coal. To burn brown coal in the 
open grate it is necessary to form a well, preferably of fire-
brick, large enough to hold the required fire, and by exclud-

e ing air from fire maintain a, comparatively high fire tempera-
ture. The hobs forming the well may be left low enough to 
effectively burn logs. 

For an economical grate for brown coal the Register
Grate, with firebrick lined interior, and very small grate with 
a regulatable register at top to restrict air flow, is the best 
available. 

Stove Heating, in which iron stoves are located about the 
centre of the room to be heated, permits of .rapid warming, 
and are cheap to instal and economical in use. The "Esse" 
low combustion stove had a good run in Australia, but to be 
really effective the room should be kept closed and free from 
draughts Consistently suitable fuel with very low ash con-
tent was not always available, and with fuels such as coke 
and bree-e frequent cleaning of fire was necessary, and re-
sulted in unsatisfactory operation and created an unfavour-
able fire insurance risk. 

For the same reason the American stove or combination 
of stove and hot air furnace, either for unit room or piped 
to heat two or more rooms, has not found favour in Aus-
tralia, an isolated case.  being occasionally found in country 
houses where large hall spaces and common rooms are heated. 

The warm air furnace is still used to a limited extent for 

glass cultivation houses;  and, next to  the open fire, represents 
the cheapest form of heating installation. 

The modern American Stove consists of a furnace, oil or 
solid fuel fired, surrounded by an air heater casing arranged 
with air circuit independent of the combustion circuit, air for 
heating being admitted at or near floor level, passing about 
stove, thence through ducts to various floors or sections of 
the heated building. The air circulation is frequently as-
sisted by fans, and such fans are usually-fitted to blow or 
force air into the heater to maintain a slight- plenum in air 
circuit and ensure flow from air circuit to , furnace in the 
event of a leak occurring in furnace casing, and eliminate 
the risk of products of combustion being carried with the 
air. 
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Means for humidifying the air are provided in the form of 
water trays fixed in the air path, and generally arranged 
with ball control valves for automatically maintaining a con-
stant water level. 

Steam Heating. 
Heating by steam has been practised for nearly three 

centuries, and the following systems are available for selec-
tion:— 

Open atmospheric system. 
Closed atmospheric system. 
Pressure system, Vacuum system, and High Pressure 

Closed system. 
The open atmospheric system in which steam was gener-

ated and distributed through open-ended steam pipes, pro-
viding for humidifying; in greenhouses the germicide effect 
in destruction of insects and larvae was considered advan-
tageous, the plants also absorbing the moisture. 

As an early example of Central Steam Heating, the con-
servatories of the one-time Duke of Northumberland, con-
structed a century ago, may be taken. The building is 600 
feet long, centre dome 65 feet high, heated by two egg-ended 
steam boilers, the steam main being carried in a culvert below 
path insulated with sawdust. 

The Closed Atmospheric system was also largely used in 
greenhouses, boilers and radiation pipes being located inside 
the glasshouse for economical operation. 

Steam, or so-called Vapour Heating, has received the 
greatest attention in the U.S.A., and its development is to a 
large extent due to the wide use of power in America during 
the steam age, in which the exhaust steam was utilised for 
heating purposes at pressures both above and below atmos-
pheric. 

High Pressure Steam Heating is generally economical in 
installation costs, being some 20 per cent. cheaper than hot 
water installations on account of the higher surface tempera-
ture carried and smaller pipe sizes. 

The pressure in the pipe system is not appreciably affected 
by the height of the building. 	The system is generally 
limited to industrial heating, such as drying and process 
rooms; the high temperature carried is accompanied by dust 
cracking and distillation, with oppressiveness and uncom-
fortable odours, and irregular condensation and cooling is 
accompanied by alarming noises. 
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Low Pressure System, using steam up to I2 lbs. per 
square inch is some Io per cent. cheaper than hot water 
services to instal, but generally the system suffers from the 
same disabilities as the High Pressure system. 

Vapour or Vacuum Heating was rendered practicable by 
the use of mechanical or extraction air pumps, which are 
successfully used to withdraw air and inert vapours from 
such systems, in addition to the condensate. 

The use of tall buildings has been an important influence 
on the development of steam as a heating medium, the varia-
tion in pressure between top and bottom floors of a New 
York building 75o  feet high being only a few pounds in the 
case cf a Steam system compared with some 3.50 lbs. differ 
ence m a Hot Water system. 

In climates subject to prolonged frost conditions there 
is less liability of burst pipes in Steam system than in Hot 
Water, but the greatest gain is due to the smaller pipe re-
quired for the steam service. 

Where variations in heating requirements occur hourly, as 
in Melbourne, the Steam system, with its practically con-
stant surface temperature, is not suitable. 

Temperature of heating media must allow of a wide work-
ing range, and the closing off portions of steam heating sys-
tems result in faulty balance and noises, and if the heaters 
are left working serious discomfort is felt. 

Hot Water Heating systems also offer a wide range of 
selection. The prirhary heating or application of heat to the 
system may be effected in oil or solid fuel furnaces, or in 
steam or waste heat calorifiers. 

The transmission or circulation of the heating media may 
be effected by thermo gravity displacement or mechanically 
assisted, or by gravity displacement assisted by the mixture 
of steam or other less dense vapour to the system. 	Then 
the actual heating effect may be given out from direct heat 
radiators of a wide range of types, or by indirect radiators. 

The Thermo Gravity system is the simplest installation, 
and consists of direct-fired boilers and direct heat radiation 
connected by piping so arranged that circulation is auto-
matically maintained by unbalanced water column, as long 
as a comparatively high temperature is maintained in the 
boiler. Large size pipes are required to handle the heating 
media, and in the highest permissible buildings in Australia, 
approximately 133 feet, with a temperature difference of 3o 
F. a gravity head of 7 inches would be available to cause 
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circulation, which would limit the carrying capacity of a z  in. 
diameter pipe to 5300 B.T.U.'s per hour, compared with 
some 30,000 B.T.U.'s for a ro ft. head and 55,000 B.T.U.'s 
for a 45 rt. head, which latter is possible in a forced circu-
lation system. 

As a result of the unsightly large pipes, and the trouble 
experienced with this system and its inflexibility, the system 
was very largely superseded about rgro by the Reck As-
sisted Circulation system, which had a popular spin in Europe, 
America and Australia for a few years. 

The system originated to meet conditions which were en-
tirely unsuitable for Thermo Gravity Heating, such as the 
necessity to heat buildings mainly located at a lower level 
than the availabe boiler house level. 

A typical installation which worked satisfactorily in a 
small range of temperatures was quite useless at tempera-
tures frequently obtained. The installation consisted of a 
steam boiler which supplied steam to tubular water-heaters, 
and also to a mixer located at the bottom end of a "motor 
pipe" or riser, in which the rapid rising of the steam and 
water mixture induced or accellerated movement of the hot 
water in the system. 

The installation required a number of specialities which 
needed frequent adjustment and attention. The system was 
frequently noisy, and it was necessary to maintain the water 
temperature at about 212 to ensure operation. 

In one installation the conversion from the Reck to a 
Mechanically-assisted Pump Circulation system considerably 
improved the operation characteristics, and at the same time 
resulted in a saving of nearly 6o per cent, in the fuel bill, 
largely as a result of maintaining varying temperatures to 
suit climate, instead of high temperature to maintain circu-
lation. 

The troubles described with the Reck system were fairly 
universal, and led to developments in the Forced Circulation 
systems involving the use of pumps. 

The boiler in the forced circulation system differs only in 
the size of the pipe connections, and many types are offering. 

The common cast iron sectional boiler is made up in units 
connected with ground or coned nipples, and usually provided 
with a water-cooled grate cast integral with the sections. 
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Among the many variations of this type is one in which 
auxiliary air inductors are provided to admit air above the 
fire to improve combustion efficiencies, and the sectional 
boiler lends itself to variations of this nature. Then we have 
the steel-welded type of boiler and various alternatives. 
Either of these boilers can be fitted with oil or gas burners 
instead of solid fuel grates. The advantage of oil burning 
in the form of reduced attention, regular temperatures and 
better control more than compensates for the higher initial 
and fuel costs compared with solid fuel. 

The pump for assisting circulation is generally electrically 
driven and direct coupled, electricity for light and power 
being regarded as a necessary service, and is practically 
always available. While positive pumps have been used for 
heating systems, it should be remembered 

 eha rs ior 
 the 

u
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t of an interruption in the power supply 
in a positive pump stops the water flow, and may result in 
excessive temperatures about the boiler, and as a consequence 
the centrifugal pump has been almost universally adopted for 
this service. 

Where steam is used for heating a calorifier in a hot water 
service it is found advantageous to use a steam turbine-driven . 
pump exhausting into the heater coils with the added advan-
tage of wide range of speeds of the circulating pump. 

The reticulation of either a forced or gravity circulation 
system may involve considerable or very simple calculation, 
dependent upon the system adopted, and where all the factors 
are known and remain constant during operation results 
would be as calculated. 

It is recognised that even slight variations in temperature 
and in speed of pumps may alter the resistance characteristic 
of a heating circuit, and it is desirable that circuits be bal-
anced or arranged so that each pass in a circuit is subject to 
the same variations as. in any other pass. 

A typical condition resulting in out of balance of a large 
installation is recalled. The building was some five or six 
stories high, and the portion facing north-east was provided 
with ample windows. The heating system was the two-pipe 
drop system. With the sun streaming in the windows and 
occupants sitting directly in the sun's rays, conditions justi-
fied opening of windows, which with an air temperature at or 
less than 4o degrees caused a rapid cooling of radiators and 
drop-pipe resulting in more rapid circulation in the N.E. wing, 
with a consequent sluggish circulation in the south wings 
which were not receiving the benefit of the sun. 
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Reticulation may be of the one-pipe system, the simplest 
example of which is commonly used for hot houses, or ex-
tended to a two-storey building. 

The overhead drop single pipe system with balanced base-
ment return: It will be noted in this system that the length 
of travel of water through any radiator from boiler to boiler 
is constant. The flow and return horizontal circuits are the 

same length, and the radiator nearest the boiler on the flow 
pipe is furthest removed from the boiler in the return pipe, 
thus all circuits are balanced as to length, and the ideal con-
dition is that in which each drop pipe carries equal radiation, 
but as this would involve each floor being similarly subdivided 
the condition is not often met, but it frequently happens that 
only a very small proportion of the drop pipes require special 
consideration, the others being equal. This is probably the 
most favourable circuit, full advantage being taken of the 
gravity effect, and pumping being resorted to to assist •ciY-
culation and reduce pipe sizes. Another important advan-
tage is that pipes can be retained clear of doors or windows. 
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The combination of these systems are innumerable. The 
basement drop-pipe system, adopted where it is desirable to 
.eliminate the ceiling pipes, is fairly popular. 

Having selected the system of reticulation, the question 
of type of radiator has to be settled, and the varieties are 
innumerable. One is. rather apt to accept sales talk as to 
popularity rather than select from comparative efficiencies. 

From an economic standpoint the plain wall type radiator 
is most efficient of the common types, and the heating is 
most effective, while the cost is low. 

While we talk of the radiation effect of different types of 
radiators, let us consider the useful work done. In the tall 
multicolumn radiator some 5 to 15 per cent. of the heat 
emitted is by radiation, which by interchange of heat rays 
with objects or bodies in the lower region of the room pro-
vide comfortable conditions, the balance of the heat emission, 
some 85 per cent., is expended on warming the air which 
settles out in the thermal strata, and differences of tempera-
ture knee height to ceiling have been noted as high as 18 de-
grees. All this heat at ceiling is not .entirely wasted; the air 
warms the comparatively large ceiling surface, which by ra-
diation downwards has a warming . effect on objects in the 
way of the radiant rays, the effect on the object below being 
proportional to the distance squared. The effect with low 
ceilings may be distinctly uncomfortable at head level and not 
noticeable at floor level. 

In comparison with the squat wall type radiator, the tall 
.multicolumn is at a serious disadvantage. It is estimated 
that the radiant emission in the wall type is some 3o to 40 
per cent. on account of some 5o per cent. of the surface being 
effectively available for direct radiant heat, and note that this 
radiant effect is available at a very low level. 

The emission of heat by convection varies considerably 
with the height, and tests on vertical cylinders showed that 
for a temperature difference of cylinder to air of 8o deg. F . 

the emission by convection was 218 B.T.U. per sq. ft. for 
height of less than 2 in., 85 for a height of i i in., and 74  for 
a height of 3 ft. o in. 

It would appear, therefore, that heating from the floor 
level would be ideal, and pipes embedded in concrete floors 
have been tried out for heating with a measure of success, 
the disability being that excessive floor temperatures cause 
overheating of the feet and undue fatigue. 
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In a number of instances pipes have had to be removed 
for mechanical defects, or sludging, or furring, but with the 
use of recently developed metals, particularly the cupro 
nickel alloys, and with the use of distilled water and forced 
circulation which will allow of effective heating at low surface 
temperatures, it is possible that this system will be revived 
during the next decade. 

A more recent development is panel heating, in which 
heated panels are provided in the walls, either in the form 
of metal surfaces or pipes embodied in the plaster. 

TABLE I. 

HEAT TRANSMISSION TABLES. 

B.T.IJ.'s Fer Sq. Ft. for Temp. Difference 20 Deg. 	and 30 

& 
.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

Deg. F. 

4-6 
8-11 

4-6 
6-3 
3-5 

99 °^ 
12-1 S  

9-13 
13-22 
20-28 

9 	in. 	Brick 	.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 
14 in. 	Brick 	.. 	.. 	.. 
22 in. Brick 	. 	.. 
12 in. Brick Cavity 
15 	in. 	Brick 	Cavity 
20 	in. 	Brick 	Cavity 
Timber, F.. 	Stucco and 

Plr 
Timber W.B. out Tim. 

in. 	.. 	.., 
6 	in. 	Concrete 	.. 	.. 	.. 
12 in. Concrete 	. • 
Single Sheet Steel .. 
Corrugated 	Steel 	.. 

Roofs. 
Corr. 	Iron 	.. 
Tiles 	.. 	.. 
Tiles on Boards .. 
5 	in. 	Flat 	Concrete 
9 	in. 	Flat 	Concrete 
12 in. 	Flat Concrete 

7.11 
5-8 
4-6 
7-10 
5-7z 
4-6 

9-13 

9-13 
10-15 

7-10 
24-3G 
30-45 

43-65 
20-30. 

7-10 
6-9 
5-8 
4-6 

Ceilings. 

Single 	Floor_ 	L. 
Wood and Wood 

Floors. 

Dirt 	(dry ) 	.. 	.. 	.. 
Concrete 	. 	.. 
Wood on Concrete 

Windows. 

Single 	.. 	, . 	.. 
Double 	.. 	.. 	.. 	. 

Doors. 

All Wood 	.. 	.. 	. 
Half 	Glass 	.. 
All Glass 	.. 	.. 

B. 
.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

A still later development is the system that makes use of 
hollow metal skirtings and architraves to distribute the heat 

about the room. 
Here the heat emission is very largely radiant, the whole 

of the effective heating surface being directly radiant. 

This system can be furnished with heat from a central 
water heating system, or by means of a local electric heater 
or by a combination of those systems, and it should be men-
tioned that practically any type of radiator can be piped and 
fitted with effective electric heating element for occasional out 
of season use. 
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Calculations for heating systems have been largely elim-
inated of late years as a result of the wide range of tables, 
curves and charts issued by various authorities. 	For Mel- 
bourne conditions it is economical to base normal heating 
requirements on a 20 deg. F. rise in temperature between 
inside and outside air where building is located in a city area 
with some protection from winds afforded by other buildings, 
while for an exposed position, say on the Keilor plains, a 
temperature difference of 30 deg. should be allowed for. 

For these two conditions the heat transmission per square 
foot of surface exposed for typical building materials may be 
Taken from Table I., which is calculated on recognised tran,  
mission co-efficients. 

In calculating a heating ,system for a three-storey steel 
frame concrete shell building with 6 in. concrete floors, and 
walls with io per cent. window area and dimensions of each 
floor 5o x 25 X 12 ft. high, building in a reasonably protected 
location, and assuming that one floor may be occupied and 
heated and the two other floors vacant. 

Heat losses from floor 1250 sq. ft. = 7500 B.T.U.'s. 
Heat losses from ceiling 1250 sq. ft. at 6 = 7500  B.T.U.'s. 

Walls 15o x 12 x 9/10 x 10 ft. = 16,300 B.T.U.'s. 
Windows 15o x 12 x 1/10 x Io ft. = 1800 B.T.U.'s. 

Total B.T.U.'s floor, 33,10o. 

rt is necessary to allow for infiltration of air in these cal-
culations, and one change of air per hour is usually allowed 
in a well constructed building. The volume of each floor is 
15,00o cu. ft., and that quantity of air raised 20 degrees in 
one hour would require 6000 B.T.U.'s, which added to the 
building losses totals 39,100 B-.T.U.'s per hour. 

In regard to infiltration, recent tests on windows of ordin-
ary construction resulted in 3.6 changes of air per hour for 
a difference in and outside of room of 4  in. w.g., and 5.4 
changes for a difference of in. w.g., these changes being 
reduced to 1.6 and 2.5 respectively by providing the windows 
with weather strips. 

Assuming the use of the most efficient radiator, the wall 
type with a transmission capacity of 237 B.T.U.'s per hour, 
we require for 39,100 B.T.U.'s some 17o sq. ft. of heating 
surface, which approximates some 11.3 sq. ft. of heating sur-
face per loon cu. ft. vol., and would give effective heating 
for this class of building, with one floor heated and two floors 
not heated. If we can assume all three floors will be heated 
together, no allowance need be made for the floors of the 
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Size 	of Pipe. 

'-, 	in. ,'- in. 1 in. 11 in. l'-,-, 	in, 2 in. 2; in. 3 in. 4 in. 

1 . 4 	. 7.3 	: 11.8 	: 25.8 	: 47.5 	: 77.5: 167 

5 1.47 : 4.42 	: 9.6 	: 17.5 	: 28.5 	: 62 	: 112.5 	: 185 : 400 

10 2.14 : 6.47 	: 14 	: 25.5 	: 41.5 	: 90 	: 165 	: 270 : 585 

15 2.65 : 8.05 	: 17.35 : 31.75 : 51.66 : 108.75 : 203 	: 336 : 725 

20 : 	3.1 	: 9.42 	: 20.2 	: 37.3 	: 60 	: 130 	: 240 	: 390 : 850 

25 	: 3.51 : 10.56 	: 22.9 	: 42.0 	: 67 	: 146.6 	: 267 	: 440 : 947 

30 	: 3.88 : 11.7 	: 2 5. 3 	: 46.5 	: 76 	: 162.5 	: 296 	: 490 : 1Q30 

40 	: 4.51: 13.6 	: 29.6 	: 54.2 	: 88 	: 190 	: 347 	: 560 1210 

50 5.10: 15.4 33.5 	: 61 	: 98 	: 213 	: 385 	: 630 : 1360 

60 : 	5.62: 17 	: 37 	: 66.3 	• 108 	: 233 	: 425 	: 700 : 1500 

80 : 	6.60: 20 	: 43 	: 78 	: 126 	: 272 	: 500 	: 815 : 1760 

100 : 	7.40:. 22.2 	: 49 98 	: 142. 	: 30L 	: 565 	: 920 : 2000 

200 : 	10.9 	: 32.3 	: 70 	: 127 	: 208 	: 450 	: 820 	: 1333 : 2900 

300 ; 	13.6 	: 40.5 	: 87.7. 	: 158 	: 260 	: 560 	: 1020 	: 1670 : 3600 

400 : 	15.8 	: 47.2 	: 10_ 	: 185 	: 300 	: 650 	: 1200 	: 1950 : 4200 

500 • 18 	: 53 	: 115 	: 210 	: 340 	: 736 	: 1350 	: 2200 : 4780 

1000 : 	2h 	: 'fl 	: 167 	: 301 	: 500 	:1075 	: 1950 	: 3200 

With the concrete building referred to, requiring 87,300 
B.T.U.'s per hour, the length of travel of water on the over-
head drop pipe system will be 222 ft., and selection of a suit-
able sized main may be made from a pipe transmission table, 
thus for 87,300 B.T.U.'s a 1 in. pipe would require a circu-
lating head of 300 inches per moo ft., or 66.6 inches for 
222 ft., which is reasonable. Now if this were a gravity 
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two upper stories or the ceilings of the-two, lower stories, and 
the heating losses would be:-Ground floor = 31,60o; first 
floor, 24,10o; second floor, 31,600; total, 87,30ò. And vol-
ume coefficients would be 9, 7, and 9 respectively, or an 
average of 8.33 per square foot per moo cu. ft. heated. 

Lined weatherboard buildings with G.I. roof and timber 
ceilings have been heated with as low a volume co-efficient 
as 6 sq. ft. per moo cu. ft., but this figure is too low, and 
should be increased to to sq. ft. for reasonable comfort in an 
unexposed position, and to 12 sq. ft. per moo for an exposed 
position. 

TABLE II. 

PIPE TRANSMISSION TABLES, THOUSANDS OF B.T.U.'S PER HOUR 
FOR TEMPERATURE DROP OF 30 DF_.G. F. 
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system the circulating head for a 30 deg. temperature drop 
would approximate to 4 in., or equivalent to 18 in. per loon 
ft., and this would require a larger pipe than r2 in. and some-
what less than 2 in., but 2 in. would be used compared with 
the 1 in. pipe in the forced circulation system. 

For industrial buildings a system of Air Blast Heating 
is now being widely practised, generally unit heaters consist-
ing of a heating battery of pipes or radiators with a. fan cir-
culating the air from the room over the heating surface. The 
main advantage of this system is low first cost, particularly 
where steam is available and where silent operation is not 
essential. 

Very high blast velocities can be used together with high 
steam pressures, reducing both fan and heater sizes. The 
rate of heat transmission in moving air is nearly proportional 
to the air velocity. This has been verified by tests. 

A comparison of operating costs of various systems is 
interesting, and is shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. 

'HEATING INSTALL ATIONS. 
A Comparison of Operatiin.m Costs Taken Over a Series of Heating Seasons (Fuel, Labour_. Ash, and Electricity) 

Type. Contents of Building Cost, 	Pence /1,000,000 
B. T. U.'s. 

Forced 	Circulation 	. 1,864,000 	cu. 	ft 33 
Forced 	Circulation 

Combined 	with 	An 
Heating 	.. 	.. 	.. 240,000 39 

Reck Assisted 	.. 	.. 	.. 1,330,000 39 
Reck 	Converted 	tc. 

1,330,000 24 
:3ravit•' 	Hot Water 314,500 48 
Gravity Hot Water 165,000 34 
Esse Stoves 	.. 	.. 	.. 240,000 59 
Onen Fires 	.. 	.. 267,000 82 

For 	Comparison with These Costs. 

Electric is Estimated a t 	.. 	.. 	. . 590 
Gas Radiators are Esti mated at .. 250 
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DISCUSSION 

The PRESIDENT said all had been most interested in the 
lecture-  and the slides Mr. Lewis had taken so much trouble 
to prepare. Some might not be as au fait with the subject 
as others, but to all it was an attractive subject. In Mel-
bourne the heating of buildings was not such a difficult prob-
lem as it was in some other parts of the world. Some of the 
Metropolitan Fire Stations were equipped with hot water sys-
tems for domestic purposes, but it was surprising how 
people of this country objected to such systems of heating. 
They certainly were very cheerless as compared with the 
blazing fire so much appreciated by Australians in the winter. 
There was still no difficulty in obtaining ample supplies of 
firewood in Melbourne in spite of the prophecies made 5o 
years ago that firewood would be unobtainable as the result 
of the destruction of the forests around Melbourne, whilst 
there was now a new and convenient fuel in the form of 
briquettes. One of the advantages of the hot water system 
of heating was that the boiler could be used as an incinerator 
for the destruction of rubbish. 

Mr. J. N. REESON said he had listened with much pleas-
ure to the paper by Mr. Lewis. He was particularly inter-
ested in the slide showing comparative costs, but he did not 
think the fuel used in those tests had been mentioned. He 
believed the hot water system of heating was not popular 
because the more one got of it the more one wanted. In the 
colder parts of Europe neither the hot water system nor the 
open grate was at all common; the usual system of heating 
was the enclosed coke stove. The exit flue was generally 
an ornamental arrangement that curled all over the room in 
order to radiate as much heat as possible. The earlier slides 
had recalled the fact, that the brazier or open fireplace had 
been in use in England_ until a comparatively recent date. 
Their .ancestors were not far wrong when they placed their 
fires in the middle of the .room and obtained the maximum 
comfort from the minimum expense. He had much pleasure 
in moving a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Lewis for his valu- 
able paper. 

Mr. A. E. HUGHES said he had listened to the paper with 
extreme interest. He had had some experience of steam 
heating, the principal difficulty experienced being that of water 
hammer. As far as efficiency was concerned, the steam heat-
ing was admirable, but one disadvantage associated with it 
was that the atmosphere became super-dried. 	That was 
overcome by humidifying the atmosphere. He had much 
pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks to Mr. Lewis. 



DISCUSSION. 103 

Mr. WM. CHAS. ROWE wished to add his appreciation of 
the lecture. It had covered so much ground that it was diffi-
cult to pick out particular points, but one matter that inter- 
ested him was. heat transmission. 	Very fine transmission 
tables were available in the records of the Institution of Heat-
mg and Ventilating Engineers of London. They had been 
obtained as the result of donations for research purposes to 
the Birmingham University, and were the work of a young 
Japanese engineer. Then there was the question of the best 
method of heating. As a result of 21 years' experience he 
had found the gas fire to be most effective. 

Mr. A. LEWIS, in reply, said he hoped to supplement his 
lecture at some future date. As to the point mentioned by 
the President of the practice in America of turning a dial to 
regulate the temperature to the desired point, the average 
cost of installing a heating system to a small room was £I o, 
and another £io to affix a dial control. That was one reason 
why the system was not popular in Melbourne. To use the 
boiler of the hot water heating system as an incinerator was 
quite permissible if the matter to be destroyed was dry. Wet 
fuel in the furnace would mean disaster to the boiler. 

The PRESIDENT explained that in the case mentioned the 
rubbish was tipped into a wrought iron hopper beside the 
boiler, and gradually worked down, and was quite dry before 
it reached the furnace. 

Mr. LEWIS said, in answer to Mr. Reeson's query as to 
the fuel used in computing the comparative costs, the same 
fuel had been used throughout, with the exception of open 
fires. 
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